An Entertaining Hike

Our hiking to Sundarijal was held on 8th December, 2013, Sunday. In this trip we were assisted by our 5 teachers. At first, we walked through the stairs and we had a short rock climbing. We were tired of walking for about one and half hour. So, we listened to some music and danced too. Some of us went up to Chisa Pani and many of us got tired and stayed down. Some of us were slow to walk so we got lost and we had Anchal Ma’am who helped us a lot. We are thankful to KUHS family that we got to experience and visit a marvelous place like that.

Anjuli, Priyanka, 6

Being in Champadevi was fun

We the students of class 7 went Champadevi. We walked for 8 hours through five hills. Our journey started from Kritipur to our destination Champadevi to Hattiban. A-Level students also joined us. Sandhya Thapa, Umesh Timalsinia, Jayram Sapkota, Dipak Gautam, Ram Chandra Parajuli and all A Level Teachers also guided us. Our experience to Champadevi was really good and exhilarating. The scenery from Champadevi hill was so wonderful. It was good to see Kathmandu Valley form the top of the hill. We would like to thank to our teachers and school for giving this opportunity to class seven.

Shreya, Aarya, Yomoo, 7

How it feels to be in Heaven

Getting experience of hiking is always a fun and a great memory during our any moment of life. Finally, the day of excitement came. Our school has already scheduled to take the students to different peaks nearby Kathmandu Valley. So that, every student who passes SLC from this school climbs all the peaks nearby. On 8th December, 2013, our bags were packed with hot and delicious meal prepared by our moms and two buses were ready for us at Subidhanagar, Tinkune. We the students of class 8 went to a hike to Jamacho of Balaju, a wonderful piece of heaven. At 8.20 we moved from Koteshwor to our destination. We reached our spot form the long stairs which leaded us to the hill top. We were tired, excited and annoyed and continuously headed through the uphill way with a lot of enjoyment. Finally, we reached to the hill top of Jamacho from we could see the beautiful valley, Kathmandu. We rested there, shared our delicious snacks, gossiped with each other, played and did lots for fun. The tremendous beauty of the nature was an eye catching and a thing of appreciation there. Then, after 2 hours we went straight downhill like a jet, howling here and there like a wild wolf. At last, our journey ended at around 5 o’clock. We came back from Jamacho to our respected hostels and home. We would like to thank our school for organizing this wonderful hiking, which all we loved and we all realized that it was a day to remember. We hope that school will organize this kind of trips time and again.

Shisir, Sandesh, Anmol, Sarathi, Sachin, 8

Hike to Shivapuri

One day walk to the hills of Kathmandu in the month of Mangsir has been a great trend of our school. Following the same trend of taking hiking annually at the month of Mangsir, we started our journey from Koteshwor. Our journey at the top ended in 1.00pm after we reached to our destination. We got a great experience while reaching at the top of Shivapuri, one of the wonderful hills surrounding Kathmandu. At the starting of the journey we were very excited and were looking forward for the hiking. But we felt very exhausted while returning. Though the hike was full of fun, there were some hurdles too i.e few girls lost their way back. However, we got a very great experience from this hiking to Shivapuri.

Sankalpa, Amrit, 9

An Exhausting yet exhilarating hike to Pulchowki

On 8th December, we the students of 11th batch were requested to have a heavy breakfast at home, for we were to hike the highest peak of the Kathmandu valley. After a 30 minutes bus ride from Satdobato, we reached to the St. Xaviros’ Godavari school, where we were instructed various things. After travelling about 2 km more by the bus, we started walking at 8.54am. We were excited thus we hiked up hill with full enthusiasm and vigor. But after 2 hours, the path seemed monotonous and tiring, the weather changed and it got chilly. At about 12, we reached to the stairs leading to the peak. Tired and hungry, we went the stairs which seemed to be never ending but with only self will we did reach to the army barrack i.e Phulchowki’s Peak. After we rested a while all of our friends had already arrived. Thus, we vigorously munched down the veg and mostly non- veg food items that we and our friends had brought. The view from the peak was breath taking therefore we snapped some photos. After one and half hour of slack time we had moved down quickly otherwise we would lag behind our hectic schedule. While returning, all the students were strolling lazily, reminiscing the earlier hours. By the time we reached down it was already late and dark. Therefore, the teachers accompanying us Niva Shrestha, Uma Kutu, Mohan Pradhan and Ramchandra Thapa gathered the students and got on the bus and left for Dhusikhel. Overall, the trip was a huge success and all of the 11th batch members’ would like to thank the school for organizing this trip.

Aakriti Chhetri, 11th Batch